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Facial fat transfer Market Information, by Types (Microlipo-injection, Autologous Fat Transfer) by treatment types (fat injections, dermal fillers and others) - Forecast to 2022

Market Scenario of Global Facial Fat Transfer Market

The Facial Fat Transfer is riding a wave of popularity and new advent technologies and procedures are lifted along with it. The market is growing with the rapid pace, mainly due to the increasing demand for facial fat transfer treatments and introduction of advanced technology in the facial rejuvenation industry. The global Facial Fat Transfer market is projected to reach ~4.20 Billion by 2022 from USD 1.50 billion in 2015.

Facial Fat Transfer Treatments also knows as Fat Grafting or Facial Fat Grafting treatments are basically countermeasures taken towards the visible signs of aging, and function by supplementing facial volume and filling in the creases like wrinkles and folds, thereby enhancing the overall youthfulness of facial appearance. In other words, Fat Transfer Treatments are performed to erase wrinkles and reshape the face or body. During the fat transfer procedure, small amounts of fat that have been harvested from the thighs, abdomen, or hips, are injected into the areas of the face with depleted volume.

Fat has been used by doctors to correct undesirable contours in the treatments of facial and body enhancement. Body fat is bio-compatible and relatively well accepted by the body and creates a natural-looking and feeling improvement as well. Recently, liposuction has made the collection of fat even easier. With advanced techniques, fat is extracted safely from one part or area of the body and is injected into the Face or other parts of the body where the correction is needed. This technique is technically known as autologous fat transfer.

Common areas treated With Facial Fat Transfer Treatments; are Naso-labial folds (between the nose and oral commissure, the corner of the mouth), Marionette folds (between oral commissure and jawline) Lips (for volume enhancement), Under-eye area, Temples and Chin. And the gains or benefits of the treatment are diminished appearance of forehead wrinkles and marionette lines and restored fullness to the cheeks, lips and temples. It is essential that these treatments are performed by a competent plastic surgeon, in order to safely achieve optimal results from the Facial Fat Transfer.

Growth Drivers of Global Facial Fat Transfer Market

Facial Fat Transfer Market is mainly driven by the Social and cultural factors such as influence of media, fashion and film industry, peer pressure for appearance and beauty, changing dimensions of beauty etc. Additionally, health factors such as rise in obesity, accidents, the safety margin that the treatment offers, and the growing number of Facial Fat Transfer hospitals etc. are positively impacting the market growth.

Trends observed in Global Facial Fat Transfer Market

Stem cell technology and Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) are the latest trends observed during the study of Facial Fat Transfer market.

Facial Fat Transfer Market By Types
Market Segments of Facial Fat Transfer Market:

Facial fat transfer market has been segmented on the basis of types which comprises of microlipoinjection, autologous fat transfer and others. On the basis of treatment types the market is segmented into fat injections, dermal fillers and others.

Key Players for the Market:

Some of the key players in this market are: Galderma S.A., ALLERGAN, Merz Pharma, Valeant, Integra LifeSciences Corporation, Sanofi, Sinclair Pharma, SciVision Biotech Inc. and others. The Global market of Facial Fat Transfer is highly competitive. The key strategies traced from the analysis of recent developments of the key players include Product Launch, Agreement & Partnership, Acquisition and expansion.

Regional Analysis of the Market:

Globally North America is the largest market for facial fat transfer. Europe is the second-largest market and Asia Pacific is expected to grow at a rapid rate. North America is expected to reach to astronomical amounts by the end of forecast period. Europe is expected to be the fastest growing market at a considerable CAGR.

There is a huge demand for facial fat transfer in North America and Europe where as regions like Asia Pacific is expected to be a growing market. Increasing acceptance of soft tissue fillers and increasing success rate of these procedures are some of the factors driving the growth in those markets.

The report for facial fat transfer market of Market Research Future comprises of extensive primary research along with the detailed analysis of qualitative as well as quantitative aspects by various industry experts, key opinion leaders to gain the deeper insight of the market and industry performance. The report gives the clear picture of current market scenario which includes historical and projected market size in terms of value and volume, technological advancement, macro economical and governing factors in the market. The report provides details information and strategies of the top key players in the industry. The report also gives a broad study of the different markets segments and regions.
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